
Milestone AV Technologies Highlights Three
Major Brands at the Projector SuperStore
Milestone AV & Projector SuperStore
team up to showcase the quality
professional audio/video products behind
Da-Lite Screen Co, Chief MFG Mounts,
& Vaddio.

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA, USA, March
21, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Milestone AV Technologies, a primary
provider of ground-breaking mounting and display products for different audio-visual technologies
worldwide, is showcasing three reputable brands in this industry namely: Chief MFG Mounts; Da-Lite
Screen Company; and, Vaddio.

These reputable trademarks are sold through professional dealers like Project Superstore; regional
dealers of home theaters; retail outlets for consumer electronic items; and, original equipment
manufacturers (OEM).

These three brands under Milestone AV Technologies were created separately but guarantee a wide
range of products individually and collectively. At present, it serves a large base of more than 6, 000
clients globally. 

Milestone AV Technologies acquired Vaddio which manufactures PTZ or Pan-Tilt-Zoom cameras. This
sophisticated device has the capability for remote zoom control and directions. PTZ controls may also
be used for professional video cam equipment, specifically television production and broadcast
studios; surveillance activities; video conferences; and distance learning. The high-resolution PTZ
camera zooms digitally and pans into parts of the image without physical movements of the camera.

Scott Gill, chief executive officer of Milestone AV Technologies said, “The acquisition of Vaddio to our
impressive portfolio of consumer and commercial audio-visual brands will enable the company to
ensure added value to the company’s merged merchant base.”

Vaddio has the commitment to create inventive solutions designed to address AV requirements of
clients that are seen in its PTZ camera equipment as well as control systems; tried and tested audio
visual apparatus; and, unified communications and collaboration technology items. It boasts of
leading warranties, one-year advanced replacement, and efficient technical support. 

Milestone AV Technologies also takes pride in being the distributor of Chief MFG Mounts and its 35
years of established superiority in the audiovisual industry. Chief offers an assortment of television,
monitor, and projector mounts; free-standing, in-cabinet, and wall-mounted racks; tablets (adjustable
and ergonomic iPad solutions); and the interactive short-throw mount that makes use of e-Beam
technology and transforms flat surfaces into interactive presentation apparatuses.

The third leading brand that Milestone AV Technologies highlights is Da-Lite Screen Company which

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.projectorsuperstore.com/chief/
https://www.projectorsuperstore.com/da-lite-screens/
https://www.projectorsuperstore.com/vaddio/


manufactures a variety of projector screens for personal or business needs. It is a certified dealer of
projector screens like the Da-Lite Advantage Electrol Screen; the Da-Lite Cinema Contour Screen;
the Da-Lite Da-Snap Screen Da-Tex; and the Da-Lite Tensioned Advantage Electrol Screen. 

Da-Lite Screens has been distributing premium quality AV equipment for more than 100 years and
can be relied upon to meet demands of any customer. The screen surfaces designed and
manufactured by Da-Lite’s team of expert chemists and optic technical specialists are surfaces proven
to withstand all elements. Each surface is made to enhance and preserve pixel projections for
absolute clarity, full contrast, brightness and vivid colors. 

About the Milestone AV Technologies  
Milestone AV Technologies is located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. The company website is
https://www.milestone.com/. 

About Projector SuperStore
Projector Superstore began providing professional AV solutions in 1996. After all that time they
intimately understand that relationships with clients will last when they provide quality solutions
coupled with service that exceeds expectations. Projector SuperStore is always striving to improve,
and if you have any suggestions, they are listening. Visit Projector SuperStore at
http://www.projectorsuperstore.com/

Jeff Phillips
Projector SuperStore
(888) 525-6696
email us here
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